TO:

State Corporation Commission
Conservation Division
800 Bunting Building
Wichita, Kansas

FILE NO.

LOCATION SW. SW. - SE
SEC. 16, TWP. 6, RGE. 22

Dry Hole  x  Abandoned Oil Well  Abandoned Gas Well

I have today completed supervision of plugging of:

Well No. 1  Lease  Crawford
Operator  AT-IT Hettig Co.  Address  Russell, Kansas
Field  County  Graham

Total Depth  9750  Feet.

(Describe briefly the manner in which the well was plugged)

Hole filled with Heavy Mud - Surface Plug in the hole 89' - 925' feet cemented all around - Plug set at 210 feet with 15 sacks of cement on top through the Well Plug - Surface Plug 20 feet below the surface with 5 sacks of cement - Filling Sand to Surface Head between Plugs.

PLUGGING
FILE SEC. 16, TWP. 6, RGE. 22
BOOK PAGE 1201, LINE 16

JUL 16, 1947
1-16-47
District Conservation Agent

Date 7-16-47